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IT’S SYNOD, JIM, BUT NOT AS WE KNOW IT
God’s gift of (virtual) community
The 2021 Synod was like no other.
And, in his Presidential address, Archbishop Michael
warned things would probably never be quite the same
again. Mr Spock’s remark to Star Trek’s Captain Kirk
referred to Life rather than Synod. “And I’ll settle for
that too,” he said.
But despite the challenges of the past year, and in the
words of St Paul, “we do not consent to fade away. We
shouldn’t and surely we won’t.
Yet the Archbishop made it clear that some things will
change.. “In the business, the presentations, and the
exchanges that lie ahead, we are going to have to live with a measure of provisionality and uncertainty. We’re going
to have to be prepared to revise assessments of how the land lies as the months and even years unfold for this
diocese.
“I have to say that income from usage charges collected from hosted congregations other than our own has never
been a satisfactory basis on which principally or solely to undergird our long-term presence and witness in these
lands; nor have wedding fees. Both streams of income, properly understood, are a great blessing but not a strategy
or a solution. I realise of course that such a reassessment will take effort and time and that in some places it must
involve restructuring; but it needs to be done, and done in the context of appreciating those greatest gifts of all,
which we, though earthenware vessels, incredibly contain: the Holy Spirit of God, the treasure of God, the love of
God. I pray that, in this synod and in life, and because of what we have and are, nothing ultimately will daunt us.
Read Archbishop Michael’s presidential address in full P2

FINANCE: “A RECIPE FOR DISASTER”
Diocesan finances are on a knife edge. Finance
Director John Banfield told Synod that the pandemic had served up “a recipe for disaster”. Cash
balances were down to €55,000 - enough to keep
things going for five weeks “which is effectively
nothing.”
And the worst is yet to come. “This cycle has
been the most unpredictable ever by a long way.
But the reduction in income is not significant yet 2021/22 will be the problem.”
Crunch the numbers P3
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GROUND CONTROL
Uncharted waters demand careful navigation. A virtual Synod
needs to boldly go where the Diocese has never been before.. And
thanks to the technical team behind it, Synod made it to the final
frontier!
(L-R) Richard Fairhead, Georgia Katsantonis, Helen Perry

GOD’S GIFT OF COMMUNITY
ARCHBISHOP MICHAEL’S PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS
It’s synod, Jim, but not as we know it. Just in case you miss the allusion, it’s to Star Trek. The original
line, allegedly from Mr. Spock to Captain James T Kirk, was It’s life, Jim, but not as we know it. And I’ll settle for that too. Since late February last year, in fact right after our gathering in Abu Dhabi, life has been
very much not as we know it, and here we are in Synod and that also in 2021 can’t be as we’ve known it.
We’re not physically with one another. We’re subject, despite wonderful expert backup for which
we’re going to be truly grateful, to the vagaries of technology, connectivity, and our varying levels of
competence and confidence around both. We’re somewhat more limited in numbers than usual simply
because of the logistics of managing faces and places on screens.
We’re definitely constrained to fewer days and less time, because of Zoom fatigue: no sensible session
should (or will) last longer than two hours; beyond that, this medium is too intense. We shan’t really
meet one another randomly or socially in the intervals of business, though some optional default activities are imaginatively and gamely on offer. We won’t get on coaches to be stimulated by special visits.
Importantly we’ll miss eating together, even if on your desk you prudently keep biscuits and serial cups
of coffee to hand, or any other combination of your choice. Above all, and very painfully for me and
surely for you, we can’t celebrate the holy communion of eucharist alongside one another, or be at the
consecration and distribution of the holy oils, even though acts of worship will still be interwoven with
business, and those of us with focused and accountable public ministerial callings will renew our vows,
and we’ll hear spiritual reflections from our dear friend Archdeacon Robert Jones.
That’s this year’s synod, that won’t be as we normally know it. As for this year’s life, I hardly need to say
it’s been, and it still is, disconcerting, disrupted, and disruptive; for some it’s been sad, for others perplexing, for others frightening; and for yet others life in 2020 and now 2021 is excruciating, even catastrophic – life for individuals, for couples, for families, for generations, for jobs, for businesses and economies, for societies and nations, for the world.
And the life of the Church and our congregations just isn’t the same. Situations have varied and fluctuated across the diocese according to differing and changing national and local rules, but even where and
when regular services have been able to happen the pandemic has imposed caution, uncertainty, irregularity, complexity, limitation, selectivity, and distance: exactly the nouns you don’t want to couple with
the life of Christians and the ethos of Christ’s Church.
Yet we do not consent to fade away. We shouldn’t and surely we won’t. You’ll remember what St Paul
said to, as it were, the chaplaincy and parish of Corinth about the trials that inevitably come the way of
disciples and apostles. We don’t consent to faint and fade away is my free translation of 2 Corinthians
4:16. Earlier, at 4:7, Paul says why: We’re earthenware jars containing treasure. What treasure? The light
of the glorious Gospel of Christ for the world, including - but absolutely not limited to, let alone owned
by - ourselves.

As for hope, we shan’t cheapen the word by using it lightly, but we’ll recall what, again, St Paul, wrote,
this time to the chaplaincy and parish of Rome, from his own experience of following Christ. Romans
5:4: Sufferings bring patience; patience brings perseverance; perseverance brings hope. And this hope is not
deceptive, because the love of God has been poured into our hearts by the Holy Spirit who has been given to us.
Hope, for Christians, won’t be a vacuous word or a deceptive mirage in these strange and trying times if
we constantly remind ourselves, whatever we’re grappling with practically using all the gifts of imagination, intelligence, and resolve that we’ve been gifted with, of what St Paul knew in times even more trying, even more uncertain and provisional: that we, the Church, carry within us and carry among us the
treasure of God, the love of God, and the Spirit of God.
A key word is we. I said at the start that it’s synod, Jim, but not as we know it; but it is still synod. Synod is a word usually explained rather blandly as a coming-together, but I’d rather paraphrase it as a
closeness of paths, a place for seeing and rejoicing that we’re travelling the same way to the same goal.
Over many synods I’ve talked about unity in diversity as the way for us as a diocese to be.
Continued on P7
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DIOCESAN FINANCE
IF YOU THOUGHT 2020 WAS HARD...WAIT FOR 2021/2022
(continued from P1)

As the financial situation deteriorates, the diocese has already taken steps to mitigate the effects of the pandemic.
There has been a reduction in spending of €120,000 in 2020 including cuts to programmes and administration.
There have also been savings on travel because of restrictions imposed by governments across the region.

Thousand Euros
Parish Contributions

JEMT
TEC Good Friday Offering
Christ Church Aden
Foundation
Other Contributions

Actual
2019
430
52
92
50
29
28
681

Budget
2020
415
50
85
45
30
25
650

Actual
2020
376
48
110
36
28
18
616
40

681

650

656

JEMT Special Grant

Thousand Euros
Bishop/Archdeacons

Meetings/Travel
Programmes
Administration

Accounts 2020
Administration
Thousand Euros
Office Staff

Directors/Advisor
Office

Actual
2019
170
29
28

Accounts 2020
Programmes

Accounts 2020
Expense

Accounts 2020
Income

Actual
2019
218
95
236
227

Budget
2020
185
90
200
225

Actual
2020
213
42
189
207

776

700

651

Thousand Euros
Christ Church Aden

Ministry Training
Student Chaplaincy
Other

Accounts 2020
Summary
Budget
2020
165
30
30

Actual
2020
161
15
31

Thousand Euros
Income

Expense

227

225

Budget
2020
80
75
20

Actual
2020
87
66
23

34

25

13

236

200

189

Accounts 2020
Cash Balance

Actual
2019
681
776

Budget
2020
650
700

-95

-50

Actual
2020
656
651

Thousand Euros

Actual
2020
328

Cash/Receivables
Designated Funds

Operating Balance

Actual
2019
88
94
20

Bishop

5

-25

Other

207

Payables

-82

Province

-149

Other

-17

Uncommitted Cash

55

However, income has fallen dramatically too and is expected to continue doing so. The financial plan for 2021/22
envisages a 25% drop and expenditure on diocesan programmes has been adjusted down by a similar amount.
Diocesan funding for a curate has been withdrawn and there are significant cuts planned for ministry training. The
Bishop’s stipend has been reduced by 10% this year and a member of the office staff who has retired has not been
replaced.
Plan 2021 and 2022
Income
Thousand Euros
Parish Contributions
JEMT

Actual
2019
430
52

Actual
2020
376
48

Budget
2021
330
50

Budget
2022
291
50

TEC Good Friday Offering

92

110

35

70

Christ Church Aden

50

36

45

50

29
28
681

28
18
616
40
656

30
22
512
113
625

30
24
515

Foundation
Other Contributions

JEMT Special Grant
681

Thousand Euros
Bishop/Archdeacons

Meetings/Travel
Programmes
Administration

Office Staff

Dir Finance/Ministry
Discipleship Advisor
Office

Actual
2019
218
95
236
227

Actual
2020
213
42
189
207

Budget
2021
195
40
150
190

Budget
2022
200
65
135
190

776

651

575

590

Thousand Euros
Christ Church Aden

Ministry Training
Student Chaplaincy
Other

Actual
2019
88
94
20
34

Actual
2020
87
66
23
13

Budget
2021
80
35
20
15

Budget
2022
80
20
20
15

236

189

150

135

515

Plan 2021 and 2022
Administration
Thousand Euros

Plan 2021 and 2022
Programmes

Plan 2021 and 2022
Expense

Plan 2021 and 2022
Cash Balance

Plan 2021 and 2022
Summary

Actual
2019
170
21
8
28

Actual
2020
161
9
6
31

Budget
2021
145
5
10
30

Budget
2022
145
5
10
30

227

207

190

190

Thousand Euros
Income

Actual
2019
681

Actual
2020
656

Budget
2021
625

Budget
2022
515

Expense

776

651

575

590

Operating Balance

-95

5

50

-75

Thousand Euros
Cash/Receivables End 2020

Forecast
2022
328

Designated Funds

-107

Payables

-166

2021/2022 surplus/deficit

-25

Uncommitted End 2022

30

“Diocesan finances have always been finely balanced,” Canon Banfield said. “But in the Gulf we are looking at
changes in the economy that mean our financial base will shrink. Something significant will have to happen in 2023.“

SEEN @ SYNOD
A video highlighting diocesan activities during the past year was shown to Synod. The video can be seen at:

https://synod.cypgulf.org/22021SynodVideo.mp4
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MINISTRY: all change
There is to be a complete review of the diocesan Ministry Training project in 2021, the
first for more than six years.
In 2013/14, Synod made nine recommendations,
against which the new review will be benchmarked:
·
a separate Ministry budget, voted annually by
Synod
·
all training posts to be funded from the
Ministry budget
·
the Bishop’s advice about appointments and
the availability of local and serving clergy to be
sought first and taken seriously
·
·
·
·
·
·

formation of a Theological Educators’ Group,
creation of library facilities in key places with
relevant training materials
future clerical job specs to include diocesan
needs
a Diocesan Director of Ordinands supported
by vocational advisers
a Bishop’s Advisory Group representing ministry interests
a commitment to Continuing Ministerial
Development

The new review will focus on three areas:
·
assess progress on the 2013/14 recommendations
·
consider potential ministry needs during the
next five years with particular reference to lay
and self-supporting ministry
·
set out a strategy for discernment, training
and deployment according to need

SELF-SUPPORTING MINISTRY:
A NEW APPROACH
Far-reaching reform of self-supporting ministry in the diocese is on
the cards, after Synod accepted a set of new guidelines covering it.
The new arrangements have emerged from a comprehensive
review of SSMs’ working roles and practices.
Even the name will change. Self-supporting was felt to be a more
positive definition than the previously-used Non-stipendiary
ministry.
Working roles
The guidelines recommend
·

regular online meetings for mutual support

·

archdeaconry meetings to be scheduled when SSMs can
attend

·

parishes/chaplaincies’ support for SSM involvement in diocesan life

·

a regular SSM-friendly
review process
Summer School

·

a specific SSM representative on the Ministry Team

Working practice
The report recommends a Memorandum of Understanding that
sets out SSMs’ local working arrangements and accountability, reimbursement of expenses and ministerial review.
The implementation of the guidelines will be reviewed in a year’s
time and updated where needed in 2023.

Director of Ministry John Holdsworth reported
numerous changes to the Ministry Team, with Dr
Angel Afolabi replacing Revd Charlie Lloyd-Evans as
Warden of Readers and Fr Kent Middleton taking
over as Chaplain to the learning community.
In September, the Team will also have a new Director, Archdeacon Christopher Futcher, who will
succeed Canon Holdsworth following his
retirement.
The Ministry Report can be seen on video at:
https:synod.cypgulf.org/2021SynodMinistryReport.mp4

Revd Anne Futcher, a member of the review panel
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HOME THOUGHTS FROM ABROAD
THE PICTURE IN EXETER...

...AND IN THIKA

The Bishop of Crediton, Jackie Searle, gave Synod an
illustrated summary of 2020 in her diocese

Mothering Sunday online

Mobile Community Cafe
Covid-19 presented the church in the Diocese of
Thika with an immense challenge

Cookery Club

Ice cream for students

Church and Technology The government
stopped the physical gathering of Christians in
churches. In response, clergy switched to online
services using different forms of social media, internet platforms. Thus, they continued sharing the
word of God and offering prayers to Christians in
their homes. The only challenge was that some
churches within the diocese are in rural areas
where internet connectivity is a challenge. Similarly,
some Christians in rural areas are elderly and do
not own smart phones.

Food distribution

Pastoral Care Clergy in the diocese were creative while doing pastoral care with in-person pastoral care being impossible. This resulted in use of
phone calls, Facebook and other social media sites.
The church thus became Pools of Siloam for our
Christians and those in the surroundings.

Harvest Festival

Migration remains a pressing global issue, not least for the
Anglican Alliance.
And although coronavirus restrictions have hampered their
efforts, the Alliance continues to make progress.
The Alliance’s Regional Co-ordinator for the Middle East,
Joel Kelling, reported to Synod that much had emerged
from the Safe Migration summit held a year ago in Dubai.
The report from that conference has become a guide to the
issues of Trafficking and Modern Slavery in the Gulf, It can
be downloaded from the Synod website.
A Community of Practice has also been formed sharing
resources, news and opportunities to support vulnerable
migrant workers, especially those in labour camps.
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Ecumenism in the diocese was enhanced during
this time. The Bishop and clergy were involved in
community outreach programmes that catered for
Christians and those of other denominations. One
such major initiative was relief food distribution
The economic impact of Covid-19 was greatly
felt as church members struggled financially due to
loss of jobs, pay cuts, closure of businesses etc.
This resulted in decreased giving of offerings, tithes,
thanksgiving and other forms of giving. The Diocese
responded by reducing budget expenses by about
35%. In return, the bishop, clergy, evangelists and
other church workers agreed for a pay cut with
10% and 3% respectively.

MISCELLANY

An updated version of the diocesan website
should be launched in the next few months, offering more protection and better download
capability to tablets and smartphones.
Admin Officer Dr Helen Perry has become the person
through whom all material for the website must pass.
Archbishop Michael urged people to engage by sharing
stories of what is being done in their communities via
the website.
The Communications Team will continue looking at how
formal and informal communications can serve the
diocese most effectively and provide the platform needed to share the life and work of the diocese with each
other and more widely.
Meanwhile, issues of Scene@Cypgulf continue to be
produced following meetings of the Bishop’s Council in
May/June and October/November.
The 2021 diocesan video is also available from

https://synod.cypgulf.org/22021SynodVideo.mp4

NEWS FROM
THE PORTS
UAE
·

·

Welfare and justice
cases have more than
doubled since March
2020. Seafarers are not classified as key workers
despite their crucial role
It has not been possible to renew Fr Nelson
Fernandez’s contract in Ras Al Khaimah as grant
funding has ended

YEMEN
·
Aden faces significant issues and MTS receives
regular calls for help
·
The return of a Chaplain or support worker
remains a priority when realistic
IRAQ
·
Basra remains a priority; discussions with the
British Consulate are ongoing

AND THEN THERE WERE THREE

Synod has given its approval to changes made to the
provincial constitution reflecting the departure of the
Diocese of Egypt to become the Province of Alexandria.
Provincial administrator Joel Kelling described the ·
amendments as “mostly cosmetic” – four dioceses have
become three in the Province of Jerusalem and the Middle East so the wording has been changed accordingly.
·
However, one other word has been changed in the interests of inclusive language. All references to ‘men’
have been altered to ‘people’.
·
The revised constitution requires approval from all
three remaining dioceses before it is returned to Provincial Synod for ratification, whereupon it will come into
effect in 2022.
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NEWS IN BRIEF
A review of safeguarding policy has been delayed.
It will take place in 2021 in order to embrace
guidelines from the Anglican Church inquiry into
child sexual abuse;
Rental of the Archdeacon’s House in Cyprus has
been terminated and alternative accommodation
found in Kiti;
Kyrenia Church Council has reported an urgent
need for repairs to be made to the Hermitage,
following the departure of a previous incumbent;

BARNABAS TEAM
SAME NAME, NEW PLACE
Katafiyio, the diocesan retreat house in Cyprus, has moved. But the name remains the same.
It means refuge in Greek. And Retreats Facilitator Maggie Le Roy says the new location presents “an amazing opportunity.”
The onset of Covid-19 reduced bookings to almost zero and, without the income, the house that had been
Katafiyio’s home for 14 years had to close.
“The house will be remembered by many as a special place
of significance on their spiritual journey, for which we give
thanks,” Maggie said.
Instead, a room has been rented for the next two years at
the Angel Hills Mountain Resort a few kilometres away. The
room will be a meeting place and house resources. People
wishing to stay can book accommodation direct with the
hotel.
“The potential for this move to facilitate more people on
retreat is huge,” she said, once freedom of movement returns post Covid-19. “With less responsibility for the practical side of running a retreat house, I potentially have more
Angel Hills
time to give to resourcing folk spiritually.”

DIFFERENT NAME, DIFFERENT FACE
Revd Ian Nicholson has been appointed as the new Diocesan Discipleship
Adviser, replacing Canon Andrew Mayes who has retired from his post as
Spirituality Adviser and parish priest in Limassol.
Ian moved from the Anglican Centre in Doha, Qatar, late last year and his
first report to Synod outlined his priorities in the new role:
✓To develop and deliver, and train others to deliver, a variety of training
packages for discipleship around the diocese such as:
✓ Training for small group leadership
✓ Facilitating the sharing of good resources and good practice in confirmation preparation for adults and the young
✓ Facilitating the sharing of good practice in training members of pastoral teams
✓ Facilitating the training of PCC members in their responsibilities and opportunities
✓ Working with the Retreats Co-ordinator to offer support in leading prayer groups and prayer ministry
✓ Working with the Cyprus Social Concern Officer to facilitate training for those offering direct support to
refugees
✓ Delivering safeguarding training modules alongside others
✓ Communicate regularly with parish priests around the diocese
✓ Be a member of the Barnabas Team in networking to encourage the spiritual life of the diocese, receiving support from the lay chair and members of the team.
“We want to help all of you grow on the discipleship journey,” he said. “We have come through a very unsettling
year and it is going to continue in various forms around the diocese. No one problem or need and solution is common to everyone. But there may be some issues or threads that can help a cluster of you.”
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GOD’S GIFT OF COMMUNITY
ARCHBISHOP MICHAEL’S PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS
(Continued from Page 2)
Rather like tracks in the desert before asphalt roads, we each as individuals or congregations from multiple cultures and backgrounds negotiate or prefer to follow slightly different lines across the terrain.
But we’re together on the way, a great travelling band, looking out for one another and drawing
strength from both our variety and our solidarity.
This year’s synodical theme is God’s gift of community. It was chosen before anyone had heard of Covid19, and it couldn’t be more appropriate and necessary, nor could it be more descriptive of much that
has been evidenced in the long months of the pandemic. You’ll see and recognise some of it, from all
around the diocese, in the video we’ll watch on Wednesday morning. Resourcefulness and compassion
have been to the fore.
Being a conservative at heart I’m not fond of needless new cliches like going forward. What was wrong
with in the future, looking ahead, and from now on? But those phrases do all express what insistently
presses on us, each with its question mark. What sort of future? Looking ahead and seeing what?
From now on, how shall we be, going forward? For the diocese and its constituent parishes and ministries, as for much else in life now, we have to admit that we simply aren’t able to see as far forward or
with as much certainty as we have long thought we have the ability and right to.
In this we are of course at one with all previous generations, before our contemporary delusions of omniscience. St Paul, again, tells the Corinthians something else: that now we see through a glass darkly. He
was writing in the days when the surface of mirrors was mysteriously occluded and almost black. You
could see outlines at best. Now we can know and feel his insight into the essential human condition.
But we must remember that for him the imprecision of predicting how life is unfolding is gloriously outweighed by his faith that, at the last, we shall see face to face, and know even as we are known.
In the business, the presentations, and the exchanges that lie ahead in these three days, we are going to
have to live with a measure of provisionality and uncertainty. We’re going to have to be prepared to
revise assessments of how the land lies as the months and even years unfold for this diocese. Of one
thing I am certain, though, and that is that we must all make a serious reckoning of how much, and for
what, we value our faith and the churches and settings in which we live it out.
Personal, proportionate, realistic, generous, and joyful stewardship, including the giving and preferably
pledging of money – yes, our money - week by week, to sustain not only local church life but also outreach in mission service and the communication of the Good News beyond church doors, will need to
be reassessed and firmly addressed by all of us, in all places and circumstances.
I have to say that income from usage charges collected from hosted congregations other than our own
has never been a satisfactory basis on which principally or solely to undergird our long-term presence
and witness in these lands; nor have wedding fees. Both streams of income, properly understood, are a
great blessing, but not a strategy or a solution. I realise of course that such a reassessment will take
effort and time and that in some places it must involve restructuring; but it needs to be done, and done
in the context of appreciating those greatest gifts of all, which we, though earthenware vessels, incredibly contain: the Holy Spirit of God, the treasure of God, the love of God. I pray that, in this synod and
in life, and because of what we have and are, nothing ultimately will daunt us.
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LET’S TALK ABOUT COMMUNITY:
God’s Gift of Conversation

The theme of this year’s Synod was God’s Gift of Community, a theme explored in depth by
Synod members in a series of breakout discussion groups.

Each group was asked to consider four questions:
1
One thing that struck each group member in the Synod video
2
What have we learnt during the pandemic about the Church as community
3
Agree one recommendation coming out of this for parishes
4
Agree one recommendation coming out of this for the diocese
These are some of the responses that were reported back to the plenary session that followed:
·
The video displayed a resilient and adaptive church, putting into practice what it means to be a
Christian;
·
Operating online makes it easier for people to put their toe in the water and find out more about
faith;
·

Community means different things in different parts of the diocese;

·

The pandemic has forced churches to be more flexible in order to meet the challenges it poses;

·

Online connection has improved contact between parishes, archdeaconries etc.;

·

Church members who have moved away have continued to take part in online groups;

·

Coivid-19 has fuelled injustice; we need to refocus our relationship with the world;

·

There is cause for optimism - people are doing good things in hard times;

·

Need to explore technical possibilities further, exploiting it in new ways, e.g. training, Bible Study;

·

Online church has been particularly important and rewarding for the housebound;

·

Churches have redefined their perception of refugees as individuals, not groups;

·

What is God teaching us? How well are we learning?

·

The diocese needs to be flexible in its online approach, being adaptable while respecting traditions;

·

Share our different experiences in different places; celebrate our diversity;

·

We are on a learning curve, finding new ways of being Community;

SEEN @ SYNOD
The Synod video and other reports and materials can be sound at:

https://synod.cypgulf.org
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GOING THROUGH THE MOTIONS

Synod approves the holding of this virtual meeting of the 2021 Diocesan Synod. Lay and ordained Synod
members, who have joined a virtual Synod session, shall be deemed present. The usual meeting rules, including the chairing and minuting of proceedings, will be observed. Voting by a show of hands (Standing
Order 63) is accepted as including its electronic equivalent.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
Synod receives and approves the amended Constitution of the Episcopal Church of the Province of Jerusalem and the Middle East
CARRIED with 1 AGAINST, 3 ABSTENTIONS
Synod receives and approves Synod 2020 minutes

CARRIED with 5 ABSTENTIONS

Synod receives and approves the Diocesan financial statements for 2020 CARRIED with 1 ABSTENTION
Synod receives and approves the proposed Diocesan budget for 2021/22
CARRIED with 4 AGAINST, 1 ABSTENTION
Synod authorises Standing Committee to sign loan agreements up to
100,000 during 2021 if required

CARRIED with 7 AGAINST, 1 ABSTENTION

Synod receives and approves guidelines on non-stipendiary ministry

CARRIED with 4 ABSTENTIONS

Synod receives and approves the report from the Director of Ministry
CARRIED with 2 AGAINST, 2 ABSTENTIONS

Deemed items
The following were omitted from the Synod agenda and, there being no questions about them from
Synod members, were deemed to have been accepted and approved:
·
·
·
·
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COMING AND GOINGS
HELLO
·

Revd Canon Paul Burt (Interim priest, Abu Dhabi)

·

Revd Peter Crooks (Interim parish priest, Qatar)

·

Revd Ken Waters (Associate priest, Paphos)
GOODBYE

·

Revd Canon Andrew Mayes retired as Parish Priest, Limassol and Diocesan Spirituality Adviser

·

Revd Canon Andy Thompson left Abu Dhabi to be Team Vicar in Uxbridge (Diocese of London)

·
·

Revd Navina Thompson has relocated to the UK as NSM Curate, Ickenham (Diocese of London)
Revd Charlie Lloyd-Evans left St Thomas, Al Ain to become Priest-in-Charge of Greenhithe &
Swanscombe (Diocese of Rochester, UK)

·

Revd Canon Paul-Gordon Chandler (Doha) was appointed Bishop of Wyoming, USA

·

Revd Peter Day retired as Chaplain in St Mark’s Famagusta

·

Savvas Demetriou retired from the Diocesan office after 22 years of service

·
·
·
·

CHANGING PLACES
Revd Justin Arnott is now PtO in the diocese, having completed his training curacy and six months
as an Assistant Priest in the Archdeaconry of Cyprus
Revd Ian Nicholson has left Qatar to become Parish Priest of St Barnabas Limassol and Diocesan
Discipleship Adviser
Revd Martin Phillips-Last is now Priest-in-Charge of Christ Church Ayia Napa and St Mark’s
Famagusta
Revd Stuart Shaw became Co-ordinating Chaplain based at the Akrotiri military base

2021 ELECTION RESULTS
Elections were held for various posts in both the House of Clergy and the House of Laity. Members from both Houses are elected for a
three-year term of service as House Chairmen/women, on the Standing Committee, and for a five-year term as delegates to the Provincial
Synod. Alternates are also elected. Elections to the Vacancy-in-See Committee, which meets to choose a new Bishop if needed, are held
annually.

HOUSE OF CLERGY

HOUSE OF LAITY

CHAIRMAN

JOINT CHAIR

Revd Ian Nicholson (Limassol)

Gulf Alternate: Lucy Holland (Jebel Ali)

STANDING COMMITTEE

PROVINCIAL SYNOD

Cyprus Alternate: Revd Ken Waters (Paphos)

Cyprus: Deborah Graham (Larnaca)

Gulf Alternate: Revd Canon Andy Bowerman (MTS)

Gulf: David Axtell (Bahrain)

PROVINCIAL SYNOD

VACANCY-IN-SEE COMMITTEE

Ven Christopher Futcher (Larnaca)

Cyprus: Sue Mantovani, Deborah Graham (Larnaca),

VACANCY-IN-SEE COMMITTEE

Jackie Hammond (Paphos), James Gibbs (Kyrenia)

Convener: Canon Andy Bowerman (Mission to Seafarers) Alternate: Edna Gregory (Limassol)
Revd Kent Middleton (Ras al Khaimah)

Gulf: Lucy Holland, David Axtell

Revd Ken Waters

Alternate: Harold Porter (Dubai)

Cyprus Alternate: Revd Ian Nicholson
Gulf Alternate: Revd Gill Nisbet (Abu Dhabi)
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